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The present invention relates to a telescopic ladder set with a falling safety device according to the preamble of claim 1. Telescopic ladder sets of fire fighting vehicles are often equipped with falling safety devices to prevent fire workers entering the ladder from falling down in a rescue situation. An example of a known ladder set with a falling safety device according to the preamble of claim 1 is disclosed in JP 2009001995.

Such falling safety devices comprise a rope that runs along the extension direction of the ladder and is tensioned between a lower point at the bottom of the ladder set and an upper point located at one of the ladder segments, which may be the top most extractable ladder segment. A person climbing the ladder can engage the rope by means of an engaging unit that is part of the personal equipment of the fire worker. This engaging unit follows the person’s position on the ladder by sliding along the rope. It may also comprise an absorbing means to dampen the impact of the load when the person falls down from the ladder and is stopped in this falling movement by the engaging unit that clutches into the rope.

To adapt the rope length between the bottom and the top of the ladder set to the extension state, a rope guiding means further comprises means for tensioning the rope between an upper and a lower tensioning point between which the absorber unit can be engaged and run along the length of the ladder.

In conventional telescopic ladder sets, the rope is deflected at the lower tensioning point at the bottom of the ladder by deflection pulleys and wound onto a spring drum that provides a predetermined tension on the rope. When the ladder is extracted, a corresponding section of the rope is wound from the spring drum.

Although this system works to adjust the rope length and keep a certain tension in any extension state of the ladder, it has the severe disadvantage that it does not keep a person safe from falling from the ladder. For example, when a person falls from the ladder at a point that is still in a large distance from the top of the ladder, i.e., the upper fastening point of the rope, the engaging unit engages safe with the rope, but the rope itself can be wound from the spring role against the tensioning force, with the effect that the person hanging at the rope may swing down from the declined ladder and may become hurt when interfering with objects located under or adjacent to the ladder. For example, the person can collide with the face of a building in front of which the ladder is located. For this reason the device as described above comprising a spring drum is not considered to be entirely safe.

Moreover, it is desired to strain the rope with a very high tension. For this reason a steel rope is used for this purpose. However, in the known design of falling safety devices using spring drums, a steel rope causes friction with other ladder components, leading to excessive wear of the rope as well as of the constructional elements.

Another aspect of the spring drum tensioning system is that the spring drum itself consumes a lot of space at the mounting of the telescopic ladder, and the system is generally expensive.

It is therefore an object of the present invention to provide a falling safety device for a telescopic ladder set that keeps a person engaged with the rope safe from falling from the ladder even at full load on the rope at any extension state of the telescopic ladder. Another object is to provide a falling safety device of the above kind that allows the use of a steel rope without damaging other constructional elements and that is less expensive and space consuming in the ladder construction.

These objects are achieved by a falling safety device comprising the features of claim 1.

The rope guiding means of the falling safety device according to the present invention comprises a deflecting pulley suspended at the top end of a top ladder segment, and a tackle arrangement disposed between this top ladder segment and a bottom ladder segment from which the top ladder segment is telescopically extractable. This tackle arrangement comprises two groups of tackle pulleys, namely a lower group of tackle pulleys suspended near the bottom end of the top ladder segment and an upper group of tackle pulleys suspended near the top end of the bottom ladder segment.

The rope runs from a lower fixing point at the bottom of the telescopic ladder set up to the deflection pulley, is deflected there downwards and runs further over the tackle pulleys of the tackle arrangement to an upper fixing point at the bottom ladder segment. That is, between its lower fixing point and its upper fixing point, the rope is repeatedly deflected by the deflection pulley and the tackle pulleys. When the rope passes the tackle arrangement, it is subsequently deflected alternately by the tackle pulleys of the lower and upper groups. For example, after passing the deflection pulley, the rope may run down to a first tackle pulley belonging to the lower group (and being fixed near the bottom end of the top ladder segment), then up to a second tackle pulley belonging to the upper group (being fixed near the top end of the bottom ladder segment), again down to a third tackle pulley belonging to the lower group, and so on.

Because the distance between the tackle pulleys belonging to the different groups changes with the extension state of the top ladder segment, the length of the rope sections connecting tackle pulleys that are subsequently passed by the rope also changes. Because a plurality of tackle pulleys is passed subsequently when the rope runs through the tackle arrangement, this change can compensate for the change of the extension length of the ladder. The total number of tackle pulleys necessary for compensating the change can be chosen suitably.

Although the change of extension length of the ladder can be fully compensated by this falling safety device, the rope is always biased between its fixing points
without the need of any spring drum mechanism. There is no danger that the person guided by the rope can fall from the ladder and unwind the rope so that she or he falls down against an interfering object. Another advantage is that the tackle pulley arrangement can be received space consuming between the top and the bottom ladder segment. The construction according to the present invention is less expensive than the conventional spring drum mechanism.

According to a preferred embodiment of the present invention, the total number of tackle pulleys deflecting said rope when it passes said tackle arrangement is equal to the number of extractable ladder segments of the telescopic ladder set.

For example, the telescopic ladder set comprises four segments in total, namely one segment fixed to the turning/inclining suspension on the fire fighting vehicle carrying the ladder set and three further ladder segments arranged telescopically extractable from this ladder segment. In this case the number of extractable ladder segments is equal to three. According to this preferred embodiment, the number of tackle pulleys comprised within the tackle arrangement is also equal to three. For example, in this case the lower group of tackle pulleys can comprise two tackle pulleys suspended at the bottom end of the top ladder segment, and the upper group of tackle pulleys comprises only one tackle pulley fixed near the top end of the bottom ladder segment. After being deflected by the deflection pulley, the rope runs down to the lowest tackle pulley of the lower group of tackle pulleys, up to the tackle pulley of the upper group, again down to the second tackle pulley of the lower group and finally up to its upper fixing point at the bottom ladder segment. Then there are three rope sections that shorten when the top ladder segment is extracted from the bottom ladder segment, namely one rope section between the lowest tackle pulley of the lower group and the tackle pulley of the upper group, a subsequent rope section between the tackle pulley and the upper group and a second tackle pulley of the lower group and a final rope section between this last tackle pulley of the tackle arrangement and the upper fixing point. By shortening these three rope sections, the extension of the length between the lower fixing point and the deflection pulley at the top end of the top ladder segment can be fully compensated.

When one further ladder segment is added to the ladder set described above, one further tackle pulley should be added to the tackle arrangement to compensate the elongated extension length of the ladder. In this case the upper group of tackle pulleys can comprise this additional fourth tackle pulley. Preferably the rotation axis of the deflection pulley stands perpendicular to the rotation axis of the tackle pulleys. Typically the rotation axis of the tackle pulleys stands generally vertical to the plane of the rungs of the ladder segments so that they can be received between the ladder segments without consuming too much mounting space. However, the deflection pulley may stand vertically in this case, i.e. its rotation axis lying within the plane of the rungs of the ladder set.

According to another preferred embodiment, the top ladder segment represents the top most extractable ladder segments of the telescopic ladder set, and it is slidably mounted on top of the bottom ladder segment.

Preferably the rope is connected to the lower fixing point by a tension spring.

This tension spring is arranged to compensate length changes of the rope due to temperature and unpreciseness of the rope guiding means.

Further objects, features and advantages of the present invention will become apparent from the following description with respect to the accompanying drawings, wherein:

Fig. 1 is a schematic top view on a telescopic ladder set comprising a first embodiment of a falling safety device according to the present invention; and

Fig. 2 is a top schematic view on another telescopic ladder set, comprising a falling safety device according to a second embodiment of the present invention.

The telescopic ladder set 10 in Fig. 1 comprises four ladder segments in total, namely a first ladder section 12, a second ladder section 14, a third ladder section 16 and a fourth ladder section 18. The first ladder section 12 is mounted turnable downwards on top of a fire fighting vehicle. The other three ladder segments 14, 16 and 18 are telescopically extractable from the first ladder segment 12. This means that a subsequent ladder segment, for example, the second ladder segment 14, is extractable from a foregoing ladder segment (like the first ladder segment 12 in this example) by a sliding movement on the foregoing ladder segment that is actuated by a respective drive (not shown). In the following, the top most ladder segment, which is the fourth ladder segment 18, will be designated as the "top ladder segment" 18, while the foregoing third ladder segment 16, on which the fourth ladder segment 18 is supported, will be designated as a "bottom ladder segment" 16 with respect to the top ladder segment 18.

The telescopic ladder set 10 comprises a falling safety device 20 comprising a rope 22 that runs along the extension direction of the telescopic ladder set 10 between a lower fixing point 24 at the bottom end of the first ladder segment 12 to an upper fixing point 26 at the top end of the bottom ladder segment 16. It is noted that the terms "top" and "bottom" refer to the extension movement of the telescopic ladder set 10, so that any "bottom" part is located on the side closer to the general suspension of the whole ladder set 10, while the term "top" refers to the free end of the ladder set 10 (disposed on the top side in Fig. 1). Between its lower fixing point 24 in its upper fixing point 26, the rope 22 is guided and tensioned via guiding means that will be explained in the following. These guiding means also compensate the change of the extraction length of the rope 22 between the bottom
The rope guiding means comprise a deflection pulley 28 suspended at the top end of the top ladder segment 18, and a tackle arrangement 30 disposed between the bottom ladder segment 16 and the top ladder segment 18. The pulleys of this tackle arrangement, that will be described in more detail in the following, are received directly under the top ladder segment 18 and over the bottom ladder segment 16 within the rungs of the two ladder segments so that the mounting space needed for the tackle arrangement 30 is very small. While the rotation axis of the deflection pulley 28 stands horizontal within the plane of the rungs of the top ladder segment 18, the rotation axis of the pulleys of the tackle arrangement 30 stands perpendicular to the rungs of the ladder segments 16, 18. This means that the pulleys of the tackle arrangement 30 lie flat between the ladder segments 16 and 18.

The tackle arrangement 30 comprises two groups of tackle pulleys, namely a lower group 32 of tackle pulleys suspended near the bottom end of the top ladder segment 18, and an upper group 34 of tackle pulleys suspended near the top end of the bottom ladder segment 16. That is, the respective tackle pulleys of the lower group 32 and the upper group 34 are suspended at different ladder segments 16 and 18 that are extractable from each other. When the top ladder segment 18 is extracted from the bottom ladder segment 16, the lower group 32 moves towards the upper group 34, shortening the distance between the two opposers 32 and 34 of tackle pulleys of the tackle arrangement 30. However, by this extraction movement the distance between the deflection pulley 28 and the lower group 32 of tackle pulleys is not changed, because the deflection pulley 28 and the lower group 32 are located at opposite ends of one and the same ladder segment 18.

The tackle arrangement 30 comprises three tackle pulleys in total, namely a first tackle pulley 36 belonging to the lower group 32 and being suspended at the bottom end of the top ladder segment 18, a second tackle pulley 38 suspended at the top end of the bottom ladder segment 16, and a third tackle pulley 40 mounted in the bottom region of the top ladder segment 18 but more towards its top end than the first pulley 36. That is, the first tackle pulley 36 and the third pulley 40 belong to the lower group 32, while the upper group 34 only comprises the second tackle pulley 38. Starting from its lower fixing point 24, the rope 22 extends along the extension length of the ladder set 10 up to the deflection role 28 and is deflected there to run downwards into the tackle arrangement 30. Within the tackle arrangement 30, the rope 22 first passes the first tackle pulley 36, is deflected by it to run up to the second tackle pulley 38, runs down again to the third tackle pulley 40 and is there deflected to run up to its upper fixing point 26. This means that the rope 22 is subsequently deflected, when passing the tackle arrangement 30, alternately by tackle pulleys of the lower group 32 and the upper group 34. In this embodiment it first passes the first tackle pulley 36 as a member of a lower group 32, then passes the second pulley 38 as a member of the upper group 34, then passes again a tackle pulley 40 as a member of the lower group 32. After each deflection by a tackle pulley, the rope 22 runs in an opposite direction.

On the run of the rope 22 between the first tackle pulley 36 of the tackle arrangement 30 and the upper fixing point 26, there are three rope sections that are shortened by the extraction movement of the upper ladder segment 18 with regard to the bottom ladder segment 16, namely a first rope section 42 between the first tackle pulley 36 and the second tackle pulley 38, a second rope section 44 between the second tackle pulley 38 and the third tackle pulley 40 and a third rope section 46 between the third tackle pulley 40 and the upper fixed point 26. The shortening of these rope sections 42, 44 and 46 in total corresponds to the elongation of the rope section between the lower fixing point 24 and the deflection pulley 28 so that the full compensation of the increasing distance between the lower fixing point 24 and the deflection pulley 28 is achieved. It is to be understood that when the ladder segments 12,14,16,18 are retracted again, the length of the first, second and third rope section 42,44 and 46 increases correspondingly, so that the rope is always tensioned along its changing extraction/retraction length. The lower end of the rope 22 is connected to the lower fixing point 24 by a tension spring 48. This tension spring 48 is not necessary for the principle of compensating the extraction/retraction length of the ladder set 10 but helps to compensate changes of the rope length because of temperature effects and an unpreciseness of the mounting of the elements of the rope guiding means.

At the section of the rope 22 between its lower fixing point 24 and the deflection pulley 28 on top of the ladder set 10, an engaging unit as part of the personal equipment of a person climbing the ladder set 10 can be engaged so that the person is safely connected to the rope 22. When the person falls from the ladder set 10, it is safely held by the engagement of the engaging unit that the rope 22. This engaging unit can run freely on the rope 22 between the lower fixing point 24 and the deflection pulley 28. This engaging unit can also comprise an absorber unit to absorb a shock due to the load when a person falls into the rope 22. Also in this emergency case of catching a falling person, the rope 22 keeps its tension as described above.

Fig. 2 shows another embodiment of a falling safety device 50 in a ladder set 52. The telescopic ladder set 52 comprises one more ladder segment than the telescopic ladder set 10 described before in connection with Fig. 1 so that there are four extractable ladder segments to be extracted from one fixed ladder segment at the bottom suspension of the telescopic ladder set 52. This ladder segment 54 can be inclined and turned around a suspension (not shown) of the whole telescopic ladder set 52, while a second ladder segment 56, a third ladder segment 58, a fourth ladder segment 60 and a fifth ladder
segment 62 are subsequently mounted slidably onto each other to represent the extractable ladder segments 56,58,60,62.

[0028] The basic construction of the falling safety device 50 is the same as that of the falling safety device 20 described before, that is, it comprises a rope 22 being fixed at a lower fixing point at the bottom of the ladder set 52 and is deflected by rope guiding means and is fixed, on the other hand, at an upper fixing point 26. In this embodiment, the "top ladder segment" is represented by the fifth ladder segment 62, and the "bottom ladder segment" is represented by the fourth ladder segment 60 carrying the fifth ladder segment 62 so that the fifth ladder segment 62 is extractable and mounted slidably on the fourth ladder segment 60.

[0029] At the top end of the top ladder segment 62, the deflection role 28 is mounted in the same way as in the foregoing embodiment. Between the bottom ladder segment 60 and the top ladder segment 62, the tackle arrangement 30 is disposed. However, in this case the tackle arrangement 30 comprises four tackle pulleys 36,38,40,64 belonging to the upper group 34 of tackle pulleys and being rotatably fixed near the top end of the bottom ladder segment 60. That is, in this embodiment the tackle arrangement 30 comprises four tackle pulleys in total, namely the first tackle pulley 36, the second tackle pulley 38, the third tackle pulley 40 and the additional fourth tackle pulley 64.

[0030] After having passed the third tackle pulley 40 of the lower group 32, the rope 22 is deflected to pass the fourth tackle pulley 64 to be deflected again and to run down to the upper fixing point 26 that is located, in this case, at the bottom end of the bottom ladder segment 60. By this arrangement with an additional tackle pulley 64 there is also an additional rope segment 66 between the fourth tackle pulley 64 and the upper fixing point 26 to be shortened or elongated when the telescopic ladder set 52 is extracted or retracted. This compensates the additional extension length due to the provision of the fifth ladder segment 52 with regard to the foregoing embodiment of the telescopic ladder set 10. It can be stated that with each additional ladder segment of the telescopic ladder set, one additional tackle pulley can be provided so that the rope 22 is deflected one more time, and there is an additional extended/shortened rope section. Generally the number of tackle pulleys within the tackle arrangement 30 can correspond to the number of extractable ladder segments. While in the foregoing embodiment, the number of tackle pulleys (three) within the tackle arrangement 30 corresponds to a number of extractable ladder segments 14,16,18, this number has been increased by one in the present embodiment of the telescopic ladder set 52, showing four tackle pulleys within the tackle arrangement 30, corresponding to the number of four extractable ladder segments 56,58,60,62.

**Claims**

1. A telescopic ladder set (10,52) with a falling safety device (20,50), said telescopic ladder set (10,52) comprising a plurality of ladder segments (12,14,16,18; 54,56,58,60,62), including at least a bottom ladder segment (16,60) and a top ladder segment (18,62) being telescopically extractable from the bottom ladder segment (16,60), said falling safety device (20,50) comprising a rope (22) to run in use along the extension direction of said telescopic ladder set (10,52) at least between a lower point near the bottom of the telescopic ladder set and an upper point located at one of the ladder segments, and rope guiding means for guiding said rope (22), said rope guiding means comprises a deflection pulley (28) suspended at the upper point located at the top end of said top ladder segment (18,62), and a tackle arrangement (30) disposed between said bottom ladder segment (16,60) and said top ladder segment (18,62), said tackle arrangement (30) comprising a lower group (32) of tackle pulleys (36,40) suspended near the bottom end of said top ladder segment (18,62) and an upper group (34) of tackle pulleys (38,64) suspended near the top end of said bottom ladder segment (16,60), wherein said rope (22) is subsequently deflected, when passing said tackle arrangement (30), alternately by tackle pulleys (36,38,40,64) of the lower and upper groups (32,34), characterized in that said rope (22) runs from a lower fixing point (24) at the bottom of the telescopic ladder set up to said deflection pulley (28) and further down via said tackle arrangement (30) to an upper fixing point (26) at the top of said bottom ladder segment (16,60).

2. A telescopic ladder set according to claim 1, characterized in that the total number of tackle pulleys (36,38,40,64) deflecting said rope (22) when it passes said tackle arrangement (30) is equal to the number of extractable ladder segments (14,16,18, 56,58,60,62) of said telescopic ladder set (10,52).

3. A telescopic ladder set according to one of claims 1 or 2, characterized in that the rotation axis of said deflection pulley (28) stands perpendicular to the rotation axis of the tackle pulleys (36,38,40,64).

4. A telescopic ladder set according to one of claims 1 to 3, characterized in that said top ladder segment (18,62) represents the topmost extractable ladder segment of said telescopic ladder set (10,52), and that it is slidably mounted on top of said bottom ladder segment (16,60).

5. A telescopic ladder set according to one of claims 1 to 4, characterized in that said rope (22) is con-
Teleskopleitersatz nach Anspruch 1, 
2. Teleskopleitersatz (10, 52) mit einer Fallsicherheitseinrichtung (20, 50), wobei der Teleskopleitersatz (10, 52) eine Vielzahl von Leitersegmenten (12, 14, 16, 18; 54, 56, 58, 60, 62) umfasst, die zumindest ein unteres Leitersegment (16, 60) und ein oberes Leitersegment (18, 62), das teleskopisch aus dem unteren Leitersegment (16, 60) ausziehbar ist, umfassen, wobei die Fallsicherheitseinrichtung (20, 50) ein Seil (22), das im Gebrauch entlang der Auszugsrichtung des Teleskopleitersatzes (10, 52) zumindest zwischen einem unteren Punkt in der Nähe des Unterteils des Teleskopleitersatzes und einem oberen Punkt, der an einem der Leitersegmente angeordnet ist, verläuft, und Seilführungsmittel zumführen des Seils (22) umfasst, wobei das Seilführungsmittel eine Umlenk scheibe (28), die an dem oberen Punkt, der an dem oberen Ende des oberen Leiter segmentes (18, 62) angeordnet ist, aufgehängt ist, und eine Flaschenzugsanordnung (30) umfasst, die zwischen dem unteren Leitersegment (16, 60) und dem oberen Leitersegment (18, 62) angeordnet ist, wobei die Flaschenzugsanordnung (30) eine untere Gruppe (32) von Flaschenzugscheiben (36, 40), die nahe bei dem unteren Ende des oberen Leiter segments (18, 62) aufgehängt sind, und eine obere Gruppe (34) von Flaschenzugscheiben (38, 64) umfasst, die nahe bei dem oberen Ende des unteren Leiter segments (16, 60) aufhängen sind, wobei das Seil (22), wenn es die Flaschenzugsanordnung (30) durchläuft, aufeinanderfolgend abwechselnd durch Flaschenzugscheiben (36, 38, 40, 64) der unteren und oberen Gruppe (32, 34) umgelenkt wird, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das Seil (22) von einem unteren Befestigungspunkt (24) an dem Unterteil des Leitersatzes bis zu der Umlenk scheibe (28) und weiter hinunter über die Flaschenzugsanordnung (30) zu einem oberen Befestigungspunkt (26) an dem Oberteil des unteren Leitersatzes (16, 60) läuft.
3. Teleskopleitersatz nach einem der Ansprüche 1 oder 2, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Drehachse der Umlenk scheibe (28) senkrecht zur Drehachse der Flaschenzugscheiben (36, 38, 40, 64) steht.
4. Teleskopleitersatz nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 3, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das obere Leitersegment (18, 62) das obere ausziehbare Leitersegment des Teleskopleitersatzes (10, 52) darstellt, und dass es verschiebbar an dem Oberteil des unteren Leitersegments (16, 60) montiert ist.
5. Teleskopleitersatz nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 4, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das Seil (22) durch eine Zugfeder (48) mit dem unterem Befestigungspunkt (24) verbunden ist.

Revendications

1. Ensemble d’échelle télescopique (10, 52) avec un dispositif antichute (20, 50), ledit ensemble d’échelle télescopique (10, 52) comprenant une pluralité de segments d’échelle (12, 14, 16, 18 ; 54, 56, 58, 60, 62), comprenant au moins un segment d’échelle inférieur (16, 60) et un segment d’échelle supérieur (18, 62) pouvant être extrait télescopiquement du segment d’échelle inférieur (16, 60), ledit dispositif antichute (20, 50) comprenant une corde (22) devant s’étendre en utilisation le long de la direction d’extension dudit ensemble d’échelle télescopique (10, 52) au moins entre un point inférieur à proximité de la partie inférieure de l’ensemble d’échelle télescopique et un point supérieur situé au niveau de l’un des segments d’échelle, et un moyen de guidage de corde pour guider ladite corde (22), ledit moyen de guidage d’échelle comprenant une poulie de renvoi (28) suspendue au point supérieur situé au niveau de l’extrémité supérieure dudit segment d’échelle supérieur (18, 62), et un agencement de mouflage (30) disposé entre ledit segment d’échelle inférieur (16, 60) et ledit segment d’échelle supérieur (18, 62), ledit agencement de mouflage (30) comprenant un groupe inférieur (32) de poulies de mouflage (36, 40) suspendues à proximité de l’extrémité inférieure dudit segment d’échelle supérieur (18, 62) et un groupe supérieur (34) de poulies de mouflage (38, 64) suspendues à proximité de l’extrémité supérieure dudit segment d’échelle supérieur (18, 62), caractérisé en ce que ladite corde (22) s’étend d’un point de fixation inférieur (24) au niveau de la partie inférieure de l’ensemble d’échelle télescopique établie sur ladite poulie de renvoi (28) et continue vers le bas via ledit agencement de mouflage (30) vers un point de fixation supérieur (26) au niveau de la
partie supérieure dudit segment d'échelle inférieur (16, 60).

2. Ensemble d'échelle télescopique selon la revendication 1, caractérisé en ce que le nombre total de poulies de mouflage (36, 38, 40, 64) dirigeant ladite corde (22) lorsqu'elle passe dans ledit agencement de mouflage (30) est égal au nombre de segments pouvant être extraits (14, 16 ; 56, 58, 60, 62) dudit ensemble d'échelle télescopique (10, 52).

3. Ensemble d'échelle télescopique selon l'une des revendications 1 ou 2, caractérisé en ce que l'axe de rotation de ladite poulie de retour (28) est perpendiculaire à l'axe de rotation des poulies de mouflage (36, 38, 40, 64).

4. Ensemble d'échelle télescopique selon l'une des revendications 1 à 3, caractérisé en ce que ledit segment d'échelle supérieur (18, 62) représente le segment d'échelle pouvant être extrait le plus haut dudit ensemble d'échelle télescopique (10, 52) et en ce qu'il est monté avec faculté de rotation au-dessus dudit segment d'échelle inférieur (16, 60).

5. Ensemble d'échelle télescopique selon l'une des revendications 1 à 4, caractérisé en ce que ladite corde (22) est raccordée audit point de fixation inférieur (24) par un ressort de traction (48).
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